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This pa.per is tIle third report on the st~ength o:f

plate giI~derso While tr.Ls fil'st dealt with ·the bending

strength only and the second exclusively with the shear

strength» this last p~per covers the interaction between

bending and shearo Reference should be made to the

Foreword of the first for the scope of the entire investi~

gationo

A study of possible interaction between bending

moment~s an,d shear forces on the carrying capacit~ of plate

girders is prese~t~do Based on theoretical considerations

and experimental results approximations suitable for design

use are suggestedo



10 INTRODUCTION

Most plate girders are subjected to a combination of

bending and shearo It is possible that a girder section

can be subjected to bending moments alone, but not to shear

alone 0 To postulate that no bending moments should occur

over a girder panel would exclude shear forces likewise~

since shear rorce is the rate of change of bending momento

Neverthel&s~~ it is safe to disregard moments in the treat~

ment of shear as long"as they do not 'exceed a certain

magnitude to be dete~mined her~e

.As the expression. ".plate girder" implies, flanges

which. bound the web are always present an.d thus prevent a

collapse should th~i weB be
i
una~le to carr~"~ts part of the

moment 0 Interaction will be concerned with such a re-

arrangement of stress ror two different reasons o In very

slender webs the stres~ rearrangement is predominantly due

to web deflections; ~slight deflections 'of the web rrom a

plane result in a transfer of the bending moment resistance

from the web to the flange, as described in Seco 102 of

Hero 30 This is achiev~d without a loss in shear carrying

capac'! ty which is es sentially contributed by a tension field q

)

In girders with stockier webs, however, the betiding moment

which cannot be carr'led by the web;9 because of high concurrent

shear~ is transferred to the flange through yieldingo
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For these ~easons$ compatibility conditions can be

ignored to a great extent when determining the carrying

capacity of plate girderso The procedure will thus be

similar -to plastic analysis, where a lower bound of the

carrying capacity is optained by considering a possible

state of stress which is in equilibrium with the applied

moment and shear yet nowhere violates the yield conditiono
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Subsequently the following notations for certain·

reference values are usedo Mf~ the flange moment p is de~

fined as the moment carried by the flanges alone when the

stresses over the entire fl~l1:ge are equal to the yiel.d

stress cry: 0 The yield' moment, }\fLy, ,is the moment initiating

yielding ~lt ·the centroid Cjt t~he cOlrlpx~essic~rl flarlge CI The

resisting moment of a fully yield~d cross section ia de~

noted as the plastic moment!J Mp (1) 0 AP.pyJ«)ximating the

d·istance between the f~lallge centroids as equal to t\he web

depth b and designating the area of a single flange ~3 Af

and the web area as Aw» the three reference moments of a

pressed as

Mi' ~ oybAfl

My cryb (Af -,}~ \\ ' (1)..--. 6' F~,¥)

~p C!yl) (Af~ ,'f.- 1...... =A·w)
4

The shear" force V and the bending moment M give in~

formation as to their relative importance only if they are

compared with girder p~ope~tieso For this reason~ and also

to non~dimensiorla,li.zeVtil1.d Mp the' shear force will be aXe=>

pressed ;tn terms of the ultima1}e shear force Vu (2) and the

moment in ~erms of the y1e~d moment MYQ The shear force

and the bending moment are not independent of each othero
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When the" loading condition is f1xed$ the shear force and bend~

ing moment at any cross section of Sa "part,icular girder dep~nd

on the common parameter P which denotes the load intensltyo
-- ...... - - - ,~~ ,_.-

T~~"r~fore~ th~ ratio M/V is ll?-de"penden~" o1~ the load an.d chaI~ae1=
i

te~izes the loading con~itiono If a Cartesian ooordinate
- .

system has absoissa and ordinate of M/Myand V/VU~ respeotiv~ly~

there is then an associated polar system whose length of radius

vector is directly proportional to t~e load intensity Po The

interaction curve C in such a coordinate system~ Figo l~ is

defined as the boundary between points on the safe side and

those which lead to £a11ursQ Because the vector length may

be interpreted as the load intensityp the llltimate load ~u

r. 1-'

~or a C~OS8 "section subjected to bending and shear is by

definition the intersection of its particular ray with the

curve Co With this preparation the derivation of ~he inter~

action curve followsc

its allotted moment to the flanges and retain ita shear atrengt~,

provided that the moment capacity of the flange is not excee~edo

Thi~means thatfj in the coordinate system explained previously~

the failure curve is repre,sented by a straight line

as shown in Figo 20

== 1 (2)



Since a web which carries the ultimate shear force is

utilized up to yielding$ the flanges are the sole carriers

of the b,ending Dlomant 0 If it is assumed for the time being

that these f'langes are proportioned and laterally stiffened

such that the yield stress can be reached~ then t~e limiting

momen.t which tl'ley' CSin take is tl1.8 fl~nge moment Mf~ If there

were no shear present$ the maximum moment that could be ex~

pee ted under the mo~t l1 avorable clrcl.uu~"tances!J d1~'r~egarding

strain=>hardening p is t'he plastic mOlnel1.tMp o The only portion

on the moment scale where bending moments a£fect the shear

carrying capacity is therefore that between Mf and' Mpo Thus~

an interaction chl"ve must pass through the points Ql(Mr/My9 1)

and Q2 (Mp/M:9"" 0) 0 Sinc~e 1rery small qu.antities of shear hardly

affect the moment d8i.l~1~yi:t1g cStpacit;y 9 the interaction (n~rve

should also star!t off~ at; right angles to the abs(~issa at POillt

The simplest set of interaction curves ful£illing these

conditions is that given in Eqo 3ajl with the expon.ent n

greater than unitYo

-== 1 (3a)

, (3b)



Should the curve als'o be tangent to the line V/Vu ~ 1 at

point Ql-~, B"n int;'eraetiol:l formttla of the t~;rpe o.f E,qo 3b would

be required with ill and n greater than ,unitYo

For ~an exponent n =: m =: 2 p possible stlates of stress

leading to Eqso 3a and 3b respectively are shown in Figo 20

In approach (3a) it is assumed that the portion of the web

which participa~tes with the flanges in !~esist;iI1g moment is

unable to carry shearo In approach (3b) normal stresses a

and shearing stresses ~ act over the entire web depth but are

interrelated with Mises i yield conditionsg 0 2 + 3~2 = cry20

In view of tension field action the more conservative

approach (3a)>> 01] (3b) with m =: 1 St is pre.fer~ed'o The choice

of an exponent n ~ 2 for girders with very slender webs may

be somewhat hypothetitcalo But in evalua'ting the strength of

girders subjected to pure bending(3) 9 it was shown that little

more than the flange moment is preserved in slender web

girderso Therefore~ most of the interaction curve 3a is cut

off by the requirement

wrere Mu is the ultimate bending moment evaluated from Eqo 12a

of Hero 3~ In Fig~ 2, Eqso 2, 3 and 4 are plotted for the case

of Mf ~. 0080 My9 Mu =0.95 My and Mp = 1.10 My.
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(5a)

For its a.pplicat;ion to design, it; is o:f advantage to

express t116 interaction equations in terms of stress 0 He-=-

writing Eqo 3a with an exponent n = 2 and solving it ror the

bending moment M leads to Eqo 5aQ

M:= Mr + (Mp=Mr) [ 1 = ( ~~ ):?J

(5c)

(5d)
1 Aw1 +- -,-'
6 Af

Equation 5b, is obts~ined by dividing eitl1.er side of ,-Eqo 5a by

the yield moment M:y" and expanding certain fractions:J where S

denotes the section modulus and Aw the web areao The ratio

M/S is the rlange stress (J due to bending, My/S is the yield

stress cry, V/Aw is the average shearing stress in the web, and

VulAw is the ultimate shear stress 0 If thes,e values are sub-

stituted and the ratios Mr/My and (Mp-Mr)/My are expressed

according to Eqso 1, the result in Eqo 50 is obtainedo Using

this expression wit~h v~arious ratios of Aw/At and a yield

stress cry = 33 ksi (A7 steel) the f~ilure envelopes are

sketched in Figo 30
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Ira constant factor of safety (N = lo65~ AlSC) were

applied 9 the coexistent allowable bending and shear stresses
, ~ -,

are indicated in this figure by the 'thin lines determined

from Eqo 5do As seen~ with the choice of an ultimate bending

stress of 20 ksi an interaction check is required only if the

shear s tress exceeds abo"ut 60% of the 8~11owable value '0 Also ~

an interactioIl lim.t't ill. flange stress is not required below

15 ksi when Aw/A f < 20 Since this ratio of web to flange area

is about the upper limit of the generally used girder pro~

portions, the possible interaction rules for girders made of

A 7 s tee1 ar e g

AISC (6a)

These two condit;ions al~e tl~aced ir) Figo 30 Tr16 allowable

stress range resulting from a factor of safety N = 1083

(AASHO) is plotted in broken lineso

Thu~ far p interaction has been treated solely as a

stress problema Conditions caused by local and overall in~

stability of the compression f~ange must at least be mentionedo

This will be d~ne in the remaining part of this papero
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. . .

~ COR~~TION WITH~ RESULTS

In the course of this investigation some girders were

tested with the purpose of obtaining information on the inter~

action between bending and shearn The girder properties~

loading arrangement~ and the test observations of these girders

are presented in Refo 40 With the help of the flange moment

Mf and the pla8tic moment Mp listed in Table 107 of this ref~

erence g as well as the ratios Vuexp/vuth derived in Table 1

of Refo 2~ the interaction diagrams of Fig o 4 are constructedo

The reference nlom~nt values My which were used differ from

those given in Table 107 of Hefo 4 {n that they are taken as

the moment value which initiates yielding at the co~pression

flange centroid~ and not at the extreme fiber of the com~

pression flangso

Girders G8 p G9 and El are shear girders 0 Girders E2 and

E4 furnished the most ~1gnificant interaction data o Girder

E5 is predominantly a bending girdero Since on each ray the

distance of a point from the origin is directly proportional

to the applied load p the relation between the conventionally

computed web buckling load p the predicted ultimate load~ and

the experimentally obtained ultimate load can··be easily

visualizedo The intersection of a ray with the failure

envelope gives the predicted ultimate load~ the circled points

mark the observed ultimate loads, and the ~oriv~ntional buckling
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theory predicts instability at a load (Table lQ9 p Refo 4)
indicated by a short transverse baro

It must be pointed out that the choice of the cross

section for which the moment values were computed is of

significance since the bending moment varies throughout the

length of the test girders and only the shear foroe stays

constant (Figo 103 of Refo 4)~ This section was chosen to be

in the failed panel at a longitudinal distance one~half the

web depth away from the high~moment end p or at the middle of

,the longitudinal panel dimensions when its 1.ength was less

than its deptho The crosses shown in graph 'E2 of Figo 4
would represent the test results if the sections with the

maximum bending moment were usedo

To justify the choice of a section other than at the

moment peak, and also to illustrate the uncertainties un~

avoidably en,countered wherl predicting ultimate loads in

general and interaction in particular~ the rollewing para~

graphs are presentedo Of the various possibilities where

small errors could occur only those which are associated with

the determination of the girderts yield strength and the choice

an_d application of' the yield condition will be examined 0

Th~ yield stress p on which all the test results discussed

in this plate ~ird~r investigation are dependent to a great

extent p is a material property whos~ determination depends on



the shape of the coupon and the testing speedo To evaluate

the accuracy with which the yield strength of a member can be

predicted on the basis or coupon results p reference, is made
. "

to tests conducted at Fritz Engineering Laboratory(5). It

was found that for eighteen different wide flange shapes

the static yield stress of stub columns deviate between =802%

and +407% from the yield strength predicted by the coupons 0

This indicates the uncertainty implicit in large seale ex~

periments which should not be overlooked~ even though coupon

measurements are made on the very stee:l plates of whioh the

test girder is built and even though both coupon and girder

yield stress are obtained under static·condition or zero

strain rateo

The shear yield stress can only be computed from the

tensile yield stresso Different values will be obtained

depending on the assumed yield conditiono ~he 1'yield cond1~

tion of constant maximum shear stress", or "Tresca's yield

condition", gives 'ty == 0.50 cry. In this investigation Mises f

yield condition was uS'ed :Lor which 'ty ::: 0.58 C!y, this bein.g.

15% higher tharl predicted according to Tresca. The very fact

that it is n.ot known which of these two conditions is the

more app~opriate points up the much bigger uncertainties

connected with yield level than with the steel properties

E and V used in the theory of elasticitYG Thus~ the scatter

of results seen in the first diagram in Fig o 4 is within the
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range that has to be expected when shear test results on

built~up girders are compared with predictions based on

coupon testso

Mises 1 yield condition finds its application in most

European specifications when considering interaction between

bending and shear in plate girders. Here the stress

intensity

must not exceed a specified stress level at any point in

the web o Thus, the same margin against incipient yielding

is obtained- as in a test coupon subjected to the normal stress

agO This method is, however, unsatisfactory for an inter=

action check of plate girderso Along the panel borders are

residual stresses of unknown magnitude which are- always

neglected in the app~ieation of Eqo 70 Even if their magni

tude were known, an estimate of the static carrying capacity

could not be made, since the load producing yielding at one

point is not in a constant relationship with the 'load causing

such exhaustion of ductility that failure of the' structure

occurso

It would be better to accept as a criterion for carrying

capacity that the yielding must spread over an entire girder

cross sectiono Then it would be justified to disregard re~

sidual stresses due to fabrication since their resultant over
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an entire cross section vanishes~ still, a failure mechanism

is only theoretically obtained by postulating an ideal elastic ~

plastic stress-strain relationo As soon as a pronounced moment

gradient (shear force) is involved test results are likely to

exceed the pJC~ediction8 based on maXiml.lm nlornento This has been

observed with beams (FigQ 507~ Rafo 1) as well as with plate

girder as pointed out befors p and is due to the strain~

hardening effecto Barring premature failure due to primary

instabilityp failure of a statically determinate girder only

occur~s Wllel1. yielding 11.!as .'pr"aogressEid rIot onJLy over the entire

cross section at peak moment but also over a certain length of

the girder as well» after which failure is triggered by local

ine~~.stic b'uckling of a compression elemento I't must be noted

that, due to the requirement of transverse stiffeners at

places where concentrated loads are introduced, the maximum

bending moment OCCU1~S -always at the end of a panel. At this

Cl'OSS section}! however 9 the web as well as .the compres sion

flB..nge is restrained against local instability by the trana~

verse stiffener which allows this yielded zone of limited

length to strain~hardeno Theref~te9 local torsional buckling

or the flange occurs a,t cross sections where the moment ~ value

is smaller than that at the theoretical reaction line or cover

plate'end p as is illustrated in Figo 5c

Consequently p in pres'entin"g the test resl.il ts a nsignie:.

ficant cross section tf is chosen rather than the loading point



at <the; end of a. panel where the momerlt is highest. This

beneficial e~fect of a moment gradient will be considered

again while discussing the influence of torsional buckling

on interactiono
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8'0 far it has been assumed that f'ailure would' occur, by

shear exhaustion of ductility~ or at least that the flanges

could be strained up to the yield level without a premature

111stabilit'y 1~ailure due to lateral~, tOJ:sional Ol~ vertical

buckling of the compression flangeo This requirement will

now be dropped and ,the question raised as to how the results

obtained by analyzing these three failure modes on girders

subjected to pure bending(3) must be modified in the case of

a combination of bending and shearo

The presence of shear has both a 'detrimental and a bene~

ficial aspecto The beneficial aspeot ia due to the fact that

shear forces ~lway~ imply a moment gradient and, therefore,

only a short gir'del~ ,pol~t:ion is a-ffected by the maximum moment.,

The adverse aspect is that a web which is exhausted by shear

cannot simultaneously take its allotted bending moment and"

the .flanges will have to compensat,e for it, resulting in a

higher flange stress than computed by the section modulus

concepto

a) Lateral Buck~ingo From Figo 7 of Ref. 3 it is seen

that the overturning moment (torsion) causing lateral buckling

is made of a contribution by the compression flange and another

by the webo A rearrangemeht of" stresses between the web and

the .flange j) 'howe,ver)J does no·t change the o1reral1 or resulting



overturning momento And since the resisting moment, which

is dependent on the lateral stiffness of the compression

flange p is only slightly affected by the higher stress level,

the adverse influence mentioned above oan be neglected in ,an

analysis of lateral buckling~ Calling the ultimate bending

moment due to flange instability MU9 the failure condition

given by Eqo 4~ which is independent of sheaI~~ applies also

to lateral bucklingD

It remains to discuss the beneficial aspect of a moment

gradient 0 This can be evaluated in the way proposed by Clark

and Hill(6) and advocated in the Guide to Design Criteria for

Metal Compression Membel'8 (7) ~ namely~ by mUltiplying by a

factor Clthe elastic critical stress which would result if

the entire girder section were ~u~~jected to pure bendingo

of Ref¢ 3 is generalized as fol1ow~g

0'01.:
(Jy

0< A -< 120; (Sa)

(8b)

with

Pursuant to the Gllide V:s recommendation (Eqo 4~ 6, Her 0 7) j) the

effect~~ve inelastic buckling stress is obtained on the basis
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of an equivalent column s'lenderness SJ and is reduced from

Euler t s curve irl the same way as the basic column curve ~

Seco 2 0 2 p Refo 70 Equation 8a fixes the thusly derived

critical stress in the inelastic rangs o This reduction in

the inelastic range is graphically indicated in Figo 6 9

where the buckling stress curves are plotted for various

,value s of 0i 0

As explained 'when d1~h:::1l1;;;§sing the case of pure be~ding(3) ,

the standard slenderness abscissa A in Figo 6 can be supple~

·mented by one f)or ~ Ilr arld.· ~ /20 $J the f'o!"mer being the

slenderness ratio obtained by considering the compression

flange together with 1/6 of the web as a column, while the

latter is sirnply tIle rat;10 ol~ buckling length to ·fl~.nge width,

applicable only if the flange is a rectangleo Both of these

abscissa are plotted for a yield strain ey = 33/30000j the A

~cale$ however» is appropriate for any yield straino Instead

of the lateral bracing distance ~ the nk~lengthn kl, an

effective lateral buckling length.p can be introduced to

account for restraining influences offered by neighboring

sectionso Since sto Venant torsion is neglected, the value

k is exactly the same as for columns subjected to identical

axial stresses and end restraint as tne compression flange,

and also has the same physical -significance, Sec. 202b, Ref. 3.
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Denoting as ~ the ratio of the smaller end moments or
a longitudinal girder segment free from interspan loads to

the larger end moment p Eqo 4013 of the Guide(7) gives the

following expression for the coefficient Cl~

This relationship between stress raising coefficient CI I and

the moment gradient is based on· solutions obtained by

Salvadori(8) 0 With help of the sketches to the right of Fig. 6

·the beneficial in1~luence o1~ a momel1t gra~dient can be readily

stl1diedo

A few cases of a :girder with interapan loads are 'also

inserted, in Figo 60 Here the critical stress is often

further modified to include the efreet of location of load

application (top flange or bottom flange; 0 I~ a load i~ sus-

pended from the bottom flangs 9 the buckling stress curves

presented are conservative; if noaded' on top, a tipping

effect could make the result unoonservative. Although it

makes a signif~icant difference whether the load is actin.g

through the shear center or not~ it must be pointed out that,

for the case of plate girders~ the tipping effect is more an

academic than a real problem. In most cases the points o~

load application are simultaneously points of lateral bracingo

Even in the case where the loading beam is laterally unstayed

the physics.,l .pictlJlr8 still does not correspond to the condition
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pictured in Figo 7a» since a cross beam offers torsional

restraint to t~e girderc As seen from Fig. 7b, the cross

beam does not even need to be tied to the girder by bolts

in order to 'exert a torsional reatrainto Transverse

stiffeners are required under concentrated loads, hence

theoretical knife edge load application at flange center is

rather unlikely to occur 0 But when. it does 9 as is the case

of a crane girder 9 ooncurrent lateral forces are usually

taken. into &.cc~o~nt$' and the analysis changes :from an eigen

value into a boundary value problem~ i!so stress limitations

at the .flange tips govern the design rather than lateral

buckling atresso For these reasons no further provision

against tipping seems required in plate girder ~specificatlonso

b) According to the analysis 'of

girders subjected to pure bending given in Seco 2 Q 3 of Refo 3»

torsional buckling is preceedeq by lateral buckling if the

ratio of flange width to thickness is smaller than twelve

plus the ratio of lateral bucklin.g length to .flange widthQ

For larger flange width~thickness ratios j a critical stress

can be obtained by entering Figo 6 with' the buckling length

that fulfills ,tl1.is eonditiono

The beneficial effect of a moment gradient ~pplies also

to torsional buckling of a long~ hinged plate under longitu~

dinal edge compression since its wave length extends also over



the 6nt;lr~e .plate lengtho But the slight im,provement in

er i tical srtres s when tIle bu.ckling length exce ads two or

'tw~e 'times the plate width is less pronounced than in the

case of lateral buckling~ torsional buckling of the com~

pression rlange plate is of more loca~ natureo Furthermore,

the increase of flange stress~ resulting from an exhausted

web 9 should be accounted foro Rather than oreate further

design provi@1ions 9 t,he relatioll 01ted above from Ref 0 3

might be usedo The £act ,that~ at the most stressed cross

section of a panel~ the compres~ion flange is prevented from

torsional bucl(ling (Figo 5) might be' I~egarded as a com,pen,c=

However p to oompare n1~erically the mutually canceling

investigationo Not only would an exact analysis require

knowledge of the combined failure mode of lateral and tor~

slanal buckling of the compression flange but strain~

hardening and residual stresses would also have to be con~

sideredo Allowing lateral buckling alone White attempted to

include strain=hardening(9) ~ while Galambos considered the

~nfluence of residual stresses in the absence of moment

gradiento (10) Torsh:mal buckling of the flange plate in

the inelastic range we,a studied by Haaijer and Thilr1 imann.

disregarding possible interaction between lateral and tor~

sional bucklingo(ll)
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To prevent a premature failure

due to vertical buckling of the flange plate~ a li~it for the

webvs depth=to~thicknes~ ratio was proposed in Sec o 201 9

Rafo 30 When. the girder web is slerlder)J fa pl'~eraequisite for

vertical buckling, the shear is carried principally in tension

.field mamlE(t1J
0 The question is whetllsr or not the web vs tension

field would ,pull the fl.angs23 of a gi1:~der wi th I~sllaped cross

section into the webo In deriving expressions to predict the
(', )

shear carrying capaoityl~ » no such intentional use of the

or ultimate loado As an il1u8tration» Flgo 8 shows a girder

after tests which caus~d failure in different panels~ (4) It

rlad a 50 x 3/16 ·:tnch wel) plate and 12 x 3/4 inch .flanges 0 Of

course» a straining beyond the ultimate load» that is~ into

the unloading ~ange~ would reach a point where the compression

flange plate sUddenly buckles into the web 0 But this is not

the primary cause of failureo Rather it is a factor limiting

girder deformation capacity under bending a~ter the ultimate

loading has been reached,> Wl').ile ceI~tain girdel~se.xhibit a

~ronounced yi~ld plateau in their load versus centerline

deflection diagram 9 slender~web girders under a combination

of bending and shear may laok this favorable property.
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It is conceivable that shear stress might be a factor in

initiating vertical buckling of oompression flange in the

plane of a girder webQ This was not discernible in any of

the tests reported in Rafa 4 but these did not cover the

entir'6 interaction ra.nge with slenderc:Qwet, girders 0 However,

precautionary measures have been taken in the derivation of

Eqs~ 6, from Eq~ 5d~ by the use of a relatively large value

for the ratiG\ Jl.wl/Ar 2.iS 1~epreigerltatirve o1~ all gi'rders p whereas

the derivatioYl gi'verl in Seco 2~1 of Refo 3 has indicated that

girders,prolle to vell~:;::Lcal blJ..ckling of compl~ession flange have

a low Aw/Af ratioo

both types clf~ St;Ilt 8f2JS813 SJl:rrJ.l'.i.lt;:eU~]6Cll]~~~ly Y<:8,9.CJ:l Iligh ,rallles ¢

Generally, this will only occur at interior .supports of con

tinuous girders 0 Due to the stress concentrated at these

points, strain~hardening is possible, (Figo 5)~ This favor

able ef~ect is not reflected in the conventional design rules

which presc11 ibe tIle same maximum bending stres~ limits, re~

gardless whether it occurs only at one cross section or over

a certain length of the girder$ As far as the compression

flange is concerned, this effect was used to compensate ~or

an unconserv8.tiva pl'1()vis ion for tors ional bucklingo In 'the
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tension flange$ however 9 local torsional buckling cannot

oc'cur and the flanges c~n strain-hardeno Also p the tension

flange does not require provisions against vertical buckling,

such as the relatively restrictive Eqso 6 which, although

derived for Aw/Af = 200 would be applied to girders with a

lower ratio of Aw/Af» aspoin'ted out above 0

For these reasons it is suggested that the interaction

Eqs. 6 be waived for th~ tension flange stress at interior re~

action points of fully continuous girderso This may result in

the choice of unsymmetrical cross sections havi~g a smaller

tens ion flange area than compres sion flan.ge area, as advocated

previously(12) 0 Due to this measure~ however, yielding in the

tension flange would be initiated prior to instapility of the

com.pres sian flange;; l~esul'ting in a beneficial redistribution

of momentso Signs of imminent failure through tension yield

ing would be much better than. a sudden collapse, triggered by

compression rlan,ge instability.
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MOMENCLATT.2RE 0

b g Depth of girder web

c g Half of flange width

e Lateral buckling length

r g Radius of gyration (in lateral direction, by
considering compression flange and one sixth of the
web as column cross section)

Af : Flange area

Aw: Web are'a

Cl~ stress raising coefficient

If~ Moment; of iYlsrtia cc~:rresponding to r

M: Bending moment

Mf~ Flange moment

Myg Yield moment

Mpg Pla~tic moment

Mu: Ultimate moment

N Facto~ of safety

S ~ Section Modulus

v g Shear force

Vu : Ultimate shear force

8 ~ Strain

~ Rat~o of smaller to higher end moment

A ~ Normalized slenderness ratio
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a: Normal stress

0y: Yield stress

ocr: Critical stress, buckling stress or compr. rlange

~: Shear'stress

~all: Allowable shear stress

~y: . Shear yield stress
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